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Everything you say and do online can have an impact on your reputation. The internet
is a vast collection of details, and you might be surprised at just how much
information on YOU can impact how you look and how you are perceived as a person
and a professional.
Many of these items can be intertwined but we will go into detail on how to manage
your brand in each area.
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It is important to manage every aspect of how information or content about yourself
gets online, whether or not you put it there.
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• Friends, Current & Potential Employers, First Date Research, etc; Can be found by a
simple search from any device
• In many situations, a negative reputation can last a long time and is not easy to get
off the web without a lot of hard work
• A good presence can win you a date, a job, business, promotions and respect.
• A bad presence can influence people and change their opinions on you negatively.
It can lose you many of the same things that a good presence will win you.
• While no presence would provide no bad information, it can be seen negatively by
some when no information is available. With such a digital age we are in, no
information is seen as odd by many in a social and professional world.
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Many of you won’t have a professional presence right now, so we will focus on what
potential employers are looking for when you go looking for a job to develop that
professional presence. The extent of the professional presence you can give off in
college will be centered around your extracurricular activities, internships and
classroom experience/education.
• Party scenes, obscene gestures, mug shots. Some are put up by you and some are
put up by others. A social life isn’t a negative thing, but nothing put partying
pictures can turn off a potential employer
• Mostly all the unflattering information would be posted by others, but don’t ever
post negative things about a current or previous employer. Be cautious about how
open you are with certain controversial subjects.
• Similar to mug shots, anything regarding legal troubles can become public record
and be accessible online.
• As I said earlier, a company can get worried when there is absolutely no
information out there. If you currently have no digital presence, you can start
developing it with all positive content.
• We will discuss later how to remove these various types of negative content
employers will be looking for.
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• When looking for a job there are quite a bit of companies, especially those that
can be extremely fun to work at, that will evaluate your social media profiles.
• You should be willing to show potential employers a side of you that they would be
willing to hire.
• There were no overwhelming reasons as to why a candidate was rejected, but
some of the common responses were lying about qualifications, posting
inappropriate content and/or bashing a previous employer
29% of employers also found something positive the pushed them to hire a candidate
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The screening doesn’t stop after you get the job either. Many companies will monitor
their employees’ activity to help manage their own brand and reputation.
In some cases, things posted on social media could be cause for termination.
Important thing to remember: If you choose to share something publicly on Social
Media, make sure it is working to your advantage. Take down or secure anything that
could potentially be viewed by an employer as unprofessional and share content that
highlights your accomplishments and qualifications in a positive way.
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Ask for a show of hands of how many people use each social media platform.
• Facebook is the most commonly used platform and most difficult to manage your personal
brand.
• Twitter is a great tool to aggregate all the people, companies, news feeds and more that
you like to listen to. While it is limited to 140 characters, it is a very powerful tool and
tweets can quickly take off to help or destroy a brand. Be cautious of using it as a chatting
tool with friends, while also trying to use it as a professional tool. If you only use it to chat
with friends, keep it private. There is nothing wrong with chatting with friends in a
professional manner on an open Twitter account though, as it will help build brand
supporters.
• LinkedIn should be used solely as a professional networking tool. I recommend everyone
in college develop an account early and add their friends, family, fraternity connections
and more. You never know when this relationship in college will turn into a job offer, new
client or other valuable professional resource. Only share things that are relevant to your
professional aspirations or career, including industry trends, leadership articles,
professional articles or more. This is one of the most common social media tool used by
recruiters to find and screen candidates.
• Google+ accounts are now mandatory with a Gmail account and most of you have one if
you have a Gmail account. It is one of the most easily searched on Google and should be
filled with your accurate information, whether or not you intend to use it as a social media
platform. Google+ will continue to grow year after year as a valuable social media
platform, as other platforms move to monetize their platforms more and more.
• Image sharing sites are great in concept but mean that you must manage your brand and
image on even more platforms and websites than just the standard ones.
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• There are plenty of other social platforms across the web and each one is another avenue
to manage your personal brand. Remember this when you consider adding another
account on another social site.
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• Who has the most Facebook friends?
• Every comment, every picture, every status update is recorded in an easily
searchable, perpetual, database. And it's a database where any of your current or
future “friends” can copy that post and send it on with the click of a mouse! Think
about standing in front of a crowd of your Facebook friends, and imagine that
every single one of them is pointing a video camera at you and jotting down every
word you are saying. Still feeling like it's private?
• Facebook Graph Search has made it much easier to find people based on Like’s,
interests, profile information and relation to people with this information.
• “Mothers of Jews who Like Bacon” & “Married people who like prostitutes” are
examples of facebook graph searches that can produce very specific results in your
friends group
• While it is not the same in every state or county, legal action could cause all social
posts to be made available. If it is pertinent to the case, it can be used.
• When you go to post a picture, comment, link or anything else, be aware that it
may spread past just you and your friends. Be aware that it can be used against
you in a court of law. Be aware that it can be used against you when looking for a
job. Individuals that are good with social media can find a way to get a good
picture of who you are, no matter what your privacy settings are.
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• One of the easiest ways to ensure the content you want is out there is to create a
site that focuses on your name / brand. I have a site, BenDundas.com, that I use to
provide a bio of myself and post blogs about my interests. While I haven’t posted
much recently, it is a great avenue to establish your own brand.
• Buying a domain costs about $10/year.
• Hosting costs about $5-$20/month or you can use a free blog or website platform
(WordPress, Weebly, Blogger, Wix). For free site hosting, you can forward your
domain name to that URL
• Creating accounts on other blogs or forums to discuss topics that interest you,
personally or professionally, can help to establish more of a brand presence across
the web. Remember the usernames you use for each of these should represent
your personal brand.
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• Search Engines are my profession and specialty. They bring together all the work you do across
all the different online platforms. They help to determine your brand value by using all of the
content out there to determine who the most valuable people with your name/brand are.
• Google focuses on a wide spectrum of details to form the algorithm that determines rankings
on their search engine, including social buzz, sharing, links, traffic and more. It is the most
widely used with about 60% of searches.
• Bing & Yahoo share a search platform. Results on one are the same as the results on the other.
The results on the pages are much less elaborate but still valuable as they make up about 1/3
of searches.
• No matter the search engine, you need to make sure you are monitoring what is on them
when it comes to your name/brand. Normally a presenter wouldn’t ask you to pull out your
phone, but I want you all to go onto your choice of search engine and search your name.
Mention search techniques of Web, News and Images like using quotation marks
• Ask for the best or funniest things they found when searching their name. (Keep Appropriate)
• You may have found some interesting things online about yourself, found some old articles,
bad images. The purpose of this is to realize the brand that your name represents. You want to
make sure that you are found, especially if you have a common name.
• Search Engine Optimization is the development of content online in an organic/unpaid manner
to increase the ranking on SERPs of pages, websites and other online properties. In reference
to managing your brand, it would be ensuring you use a consistent keyword focus across all of
the platforms you choose. Whether that be your full name, nickname or self chosen brand.
• Search engines, especially Google are ever changing and it is important to check them on a
regular basis to evaluate your brand online. What was ranking well last week, may have been
replaced by new, bad content.
• Set up a Google alert on your various brands to be notified immediately when a new page
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shows up with that keyword.
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• For any accounts that are already established, evaluate the privacy settings and
ensure future posts are private.
• Then look through previous posts, images and other content is all appropriate.
Remove what is necessary and change settings on older posts to ensure they are
not still showing
• Search all of your aliases across the search engines. Use personal examples (ben
dundas; bdundas; ben37d)
• Create a digital branding strategy for yourself after you have evaluated your
current online brand. Use your goals of what type of digital brand you want to
achieve, what you want to spotlight, etc.
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• Creating the content should be your job, as the quality and value of the content to
your personal brand is much easier to control when you are the one providing it.
• Use as many avenues as possible to increase the strength of your online
presences, but not more than you can actually manage and control.
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• Use Google, Bing, Yahoo and other searching platforms to find any new content on
the web with your name or image.
• Use Google Alerts to set up an automated alert every time Google indexes a page
with your name or alias.
• Use a social monitoring application such as Hootsuite to manage all of your social
platforms and monitor a variety of search terms.
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• Bad content is normally published by others and not yourself, so it is important to
understand how Search Engines work to be able to create a plan to replace it. It is
not easy to remove content from others, so you need to understand how to move
it down the SERP.
• SEO is Search Engine Optimization, which is using certain keywords in content and
images to ensure it ranks well in Search Engines for that keyword. SERP is Search
Engine Results Page, which is the page that comes up for a certain search
term/keyword.
• New content can help to replace negative content when published with the correct
keywords
• Ensure that all of your content and information is consistent, so that a prospective
employer does not get mixed signals.
• Name all of your quality images, headshots, etc. with your actual name so that it
ranks well in the Google Image Search.
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• Follow the protocol of using capital and lower case letters, numbers and symbols
and leave out your name, pet names, age, birthday, year, etc.
• Be careful what information you put out there, as it can be used against you in
cases of identity fraud, hacking and more.
• Ensure that all your accounts have the privacy settings enforced to prevent outside
sources from easily seeing your accounts.
• Having accounts online that are not secure is an easy way to destroy your brand. A
hacker gaining access and posting inappropriate content, links, pictures and more
can quickly destroy your credibility.
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It is important for your family and friends to understand the importance of managing
this brand, otherwise they will continue posting things and tagging you in them,
which may hurt the brand you are trying to build.
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• Conduct a search/discovery phase to find all the content that is out there and
determine your current reputation.
• Establish goals of when you need to have everything cleaned up by and what
course of action you need to take to get to that point.
• Action items could be removing images, disabling unused accounts, changing
privacy settings, creating new websites, blogs and positive accounts.
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